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#TodosConProteo
*Postponed to September 15. Tickets already purchased for these shows will be used for
the new schedule.
Spectators who do not wish to attend these shows must send an email to 
jguzman@malagaprocultura.com requesting a refund, which will be processed
automatically.Tickets purchased at the box offices can be returned from July 23.

Show organized, produced, directed and scripted by members of the #TodosConProteo
platform for the benefit of the Proteo-Prometeo bookstore.
With the collaboration of Excelentísimo Ayuntamiento de Málaga, Málaga Procultura,
Teatro Cervantes and Cerveza Victoria
Participants Alex El Zurdo, Betamax, Conde, Danza Invisible, Elphomega, Esplendor,
Frutería Toñi, Gastmans, Hermanas Sister, Javier Ojeda, Julia Martín, Lito Fernández Trío,
Motel Caimán, Pepe L’Amour y La Chiccolini Orquesta, Ricardo Marín, Suzzette Moncrief,
Tabletom, #TodosConProteo Band plus special collaborations with Dry Martina and Zenet
in special videos recorded for the occasion.

Zero row ES13 2103 0191 2405 5000 1547

2.00 h (s/i)
poster ©CREMA Estudio

Teatro Cervantes

wednesday 15 september 20.30 h
 

Inicio venta 15/07/2021

Price 15€ (single price)
Usual discounts do not apply 

mailto:jguzman@malagaprocultura.com


"This gala benefit concert is one of the first large scale initiatives organised by the
#TodosConProteo citizen platform in support of the Malaga bookshop that caught fire
on the 6th of May this year and that many of us consider to be one of the secular
temples of our culture.   Dozens of musicians, arts managers, professionals, creators
and artists of Malaga have joined this initiative in a totally altruistic and selfless
manner to offer what they have for the benefit of this cause. All the earnings from this
concert will be for the bookshop.
The group in charge of the event’s management, production, communications,
creation, script and artistic direction comprises Héctor Márquez, Montse Ogalla,
Alberto Jiménez, Berta González de Vega, Lorena Codes and CREMA Estudio.
Together, fire and water transform and purify. That is why after lamenting this tragedy,
we have decided to get to work to help Proteo flourish once again. This concert will be
the soundtrack of a campaign of thousands of hugs, faces, images, donations and
emotions to assist Proteo in resuming as soon as possible what it has been doing for
more than 50 years: accompany, guide, stimulate and welcome us. Sometimes, a
simple song suffices to make hope resurge: because we are #TodosConProteo
[AllwithProteo], join us in this song."  #TodosConProteo


